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by Karsten Adlung 

A card game for 2 to any number of players aged
5 (2) years and up
Duration: 10 – 20 minutes

Game equipment:
60 cards:
30 different postures and movements presented 

 by OUPS
30 postures and movements identical to OUPS’ 

 – presented by OUPSINCHEN
1 Rules of the game

Idea of the game:
On the planet of hearts, OUPS had a dream in 
which strange figures and forms appeared again 
and again. Interestingly, their lines always crossed 
each other exactly in front of his nose and the 
middle of his body respectively. Sometimes, he 
saw a figure eight, often legs and arms were 
crossed. And in his dream, OUPS recognized that 
these forms and shapes made sense.
After his dream, OUPS suddenly felt more energy 
in his body. He tried to reproduce the forms and 
figures, stood on one leg, lifted up his arms, and 
whenever he crossed his arms and legs, OUPS 
felt strengthened. For this reason, he decided to 

GB



travel to Earth in order to tell the children there 
about his dream, since he had heard that more and 
more Earthling children were suffering from moti-
onlessness, a lack of concentration, and learning 
difficulties. 
This game will help you find a physical and mental 
balance. Not only do the exercises activate both 
parts of the brain, they also promote energy flow 
and dexterity. In addition, this game promotes 
concentration and will wipe away fatigue!

Aim of the game:
On the cards, OUPS presents different things. He 
paints easy things in the air or shows his legs, 
arms and hands in different postures. In various 
game variants, children try to imitate these move-
ments, describe them to the others, and look for 
identical forms and instructions. 

Attention: The forms, figures and postures are 
intentionally similar, forcing players to look at the 
cards closely. What are the arm and leg doing? 
What kind of movement is presented? 
The head’s position does not matter!



OUPS and OUPSINCHEN
(Finding matching movements / postures)
For 2 – 8 players aged 5 years and up

Preparations:
• Shuffle all 60 cards and place them on the table, 

face down, forming a rectangle (for example 6 x 
10 cards). If necessary, eliminate difficult OUPS 
and OUPSINCHEN cards first. 

How to play:
• The youngest player starts. He turns over a card 

(for example with OUPS) and looks for the cor-
responding OUPSINCHEN card. This card must 
show exactly the identical posture or realize 
the same movement respectively. 

 Note: In the game, there are no identical cards. 
Only the posture and the movement matter!

 If the player turns over an OUPSINCHEN card 
first, he has to look for the corresponding OUPS 
card. 

• If the second card does not match the first one, 
the player turns both cards back over and the next 
player takes their turn. 

• If the player finds two matching OUPS and 
OUPSINCHEN cards, he can keep them. After-
wards, he continues to look for pairs for as long 
as he keeps finding matching pairs. 

• Then, it’s his left neighbour’s turn to look for 
matching cards. 



End of the game:
• When all pairs are found, the player who has 

collected the most cards wins the game. 

WHERE IS OUPSINCHEN?
(Quickly looking for matching movements / postures)
For 2 – 8 players aged 6 years and up

Preparations:
• Separate the OUPS cards from the OUPSINCHEN 

cards and shuffle the two decks separately.
• Place the OUPS cards’ deck in the centre of the 

table, face down, and distribute the OUPSINCHEN 
cards freely around the deck, face up and with-
out shuffling them.

How to play:
• One player turns over the first card of the deck 

and places it on top of the deck, face up. Im-
mediately, all players look for the correspond-
ing OUPSINCHEN card together – that is, the 
OUPS-INCHEN card that shows OUPSINCHEN 
in the identical posture or making the same 
movement as OUPS.

• If a player thinks that he has found the matching 
OUPSINCHEN card, he puts his hand on it. 

• If the card matches, he may take the OUPS card 
from the deck and places it in front of him on 
the table, face down. The OUPSINCHEN card 
remains on the table.

• If the card does not match, it remains in its position.



This player may not continue to look for the 
matching card. All other players continue until it 
is found.

• Afterwards, the next card is turned over and all 
players look again for the matching card together.

End of the game:
• The first to collect 5 OUPS cards wins the game. 

OUPS, WHAT IS HE DOING?
(Showing and recognizing movements / postures)
For 2 – 8 players aged 7 years and up

Preparations:
• Separate the OUPS cards from the OUPSINCHEN 

cards and shuffle the two decks separately.
• Place the OUPS cards’ deck in the centre of the 

table, face down, and distribute the OUPSINCHEN 
cards freely around the deck, face up and with-
out shuffling them.

How to play:
• The youngest player looks at the first card from 

the deck without letting anyone else see it and 
then imitates what OUPS is doing on the card. 
For example, if OUPS is lifting his left arm, the 
player also has to lift his left arm. All the other 
players immediately and simultaneously look 
for the corresponding OUPSINCHEN card that 
shows OUPSINCHEN doing exactly what the 
player does.



• If a player thinks that he has found the card, he 
immediately places his hand on the correspond-
ing OUPSINCHEN card. There can only be one 
hand on a card.

Once a player has chosen an OUPSINCHEN card, 
his hand must remain on it even if he thinks that 
another card is better. 

• As soon as each player has put his hand on 
a card or nobody wants to choose a card any 
more, players verify if the right card has be 
found. 

• If a player has found the matching card (com-
pare the OUPSINCHEN card with the posture / 
movement shown by the player), he may keep it.

• Finally, compare the posture or movement 
presented by the player with the OUPS card. If 
it matches, this player also may keep his card. 
Otherwise, he has to place it on the bottom of 
the OUPS deck of cards. 

• Then, it’s the player’s left neighbour’s turn to show 
the posture / movement on the next OUPS card…

End of the game:
• As soon as each player has played OUPS three 

times , the game is over.
• The player with the most cards wins.



OUPS, YOU CAN DO IT TOO!
(Describing and reproducing postures / movements)
For 2 – 10 players aged 8 years and up

Preparations:
• Separate the OUPS cards from the OUPSINCHEN 

cards and shuffle the two decks separately.
• Place both decks in the centre of the table, face 

down, forming two separate stacks.

How to play:
• The youngest player starts.
• He draws the first card from the OUPS deck and 

looks at it.
• He then describes exactly what OUPS is do-

ing on this card to a player opposite him. For 
example, if OUPS is lifting up his left arm, the 
player must also lift up his left arm. 

• The player opposite him tries to imitate exactly 
what the first player describes. If he succeeds 
(compare with the card), he receives the OUPS 
card. The first player receives any OUPSINCHEN 
card from the deck. 

• If the player does not manage to imitate it, he 
does no receive a OUPS card.

• If the first player does not correctly describe 
the card and the player opposite him has done 
everything in the first player’s description, he 
receives the OUPS card. In this case, the first 
player does not get anything.

• Afterwards, the player’s left neighbour draws 



the first OUPS card from the deck and becomes 
the new first player. He describes the card to the 
player opposite him (that is the player who sits 
left of the player to whom the last card has been 
described).

End of the game:
• Continue playing in this way until each player 

has described 3 cards.
• The player with the most cards wins. 

I AM OUPS AND YOU ARE OUPSINCHEN
(Imitating shown movements / postures)
For players aged about 4 years and up

This game is perfectly suited to an adult and a child, the 
age of whom will depend on the child’s stage of devel-
opment. In this game, it is not a question of collecting 
cards, but of imitating and playing OUPSINCHEN’s role.

Preparations:
• You only need the OUPS cards.

How to play:
• The adult chooses one card and acts out OUPS’ 

exact posture or movement.
• The child imitates the adult’s posture or move-

ment exactly. 
• You also can change roles, so that the child act-

ing out the postures or movements and the adult 
imitates them.



WHAT ARE YOU SEEING?
(Looking for different motifs)
For players aged about 2 years and up

This game is perfectly suited to an adult and a child.

Preparations:
• Place all the cards in any order on the table, face 

up, one next to another. (You may also only use a 
part of the cards.)

How to play:
• The child decides what he wants to search for 

(for example hearts, snails, butterflies and so on) 
and places the cards that he finds in front of him 
on the table.

• The game becomes more difficult if the child has 
to look for hearts, snails, butterflies etc. in their 
respective positions (in front of, behind, on top 
of, under). The child could, for example, look for 
all motifs that are situated in front of OUPS and 
OUPSINCHEN.

We thank Petra Schloz as well as numerous 
therapists and educators for their significant 
input.



Short descriptions of the cards:
(x) = crossed exercises  •  (II) = parallel exercises

POSTURES:
OUPS / OUPSINCHEN

1 / 60 (x)
• Bend the right leg, left hand on the right knee; 

right arm stretched forwards.

2 / 59 (x)
• Bend the left leg, right hand on the left knee;

left arm stretched forwards.

3 / 58 (II)
• Bend the right leg, right hand on right knee;

left arm stretched forwards.

4 / 57 (II)
• Bend the left leg, left hand on left knee;

right arm stretched forwards.

5 / 56 (x)
• Lift up the left foot backwards and hold it with 

the right hand behind the back; left arm stretched 
forwards.

6 / 55 (x)
• Lift up the right foot backwards and hold it with 

the left hand behind the back; right arm stretched 
forwards.



7 / 54 (x)
• Stretch the left leg forwards, right hand takes hold 

of the left foot.

8 / 53 (x)
• Stretch the right leg forwards, left hand takes hold 

of the right foot.

9 / 52 (x)
• Left leg forwards, bend the knees slightly;

right arm stretched forwards, left arm hangs 
straight down.

10 / 51 (x)
• Right leg forwards, bend the knees slightly;

left arm stretched forwards, right arm hangs 
straight down.

11 / 50 (x)
• Stretch the right leg sidewards, bend the left knee; 

stretch the left arm upwards to the left, the right 
hand touches the ground.

12 / 49 (x)
• Stretch the left leg sidewards, bend the right knee; 

stretch the right arm upwards to the right, the left 
hand touches the ground.

13 / 48 (x)
• Sit on the ground, bend the right leg and lay the 

left hand on the right knee; lift up the right arm.



14 / 47 (x)
• Sit on the ground, bend the left leg and lay the 

right hand on the left knee; lift up the left arm.

15 / 46 (x)
• Knee on the ground, right hand on the ground; 

stretch the right leg backwards, left arm stretched 
forwards.

16 / 45 (x)
• Knee on the ground, left hand on the ground; 

stretch the left leg backwards, right arm stretched 
forwards.

17 / 44 (x)
• Left hand to the right ear, right hand crossed over 

it to the nose.

18 / 43 (x)
• Right hand to the left ear, left hand crossed over 

it to the nose.

19 / 42 (x)
• Lift up the left arm stretched and hold it behind 

the head with the right hand.

20 / 41 (x)
• Lift up the right arm stretched and hold it behind 

the head with the left hand.



21 / 40 (x)
• Lift up both arms stretched, thumbs crossed:

left thumb behind the right one.

22 / 39 (x)
• Lift up both arms stretched, thumbs crossed:

right thumb behind the left one.

MOVEMENTS
(Paint figures in the air, pay attention to the 
body’s centre axis!):

23 / 38 (x)
• Paint a lying figure eight with both hands,

starting top left.

24 / 37 (x)
• Paint a figure eight with the left hand,

starting top left.

25 / 36 (x)
• Paint a figure eight with the right hand,

starting top left.

26 / 35 (x)
• Paint a figure eight with both hands,

starting top right.

27 / 34 (x)
• Paint a figure eight with the right hand,

starting top right.



28 / 33 (x)
• Paint a figure eight with the left hand,

starting top right.

29 / 32 (II)
• Paint a house with both hands, begin above and 

paint simultaneously from top to bottom.

30 / 31 (II)
• Paint a heart with both hands, begin above and 

paint simultaneously from top to bottom.


